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In 1970, Dr. Frank Blair, Vocational Director for the Ogden City

School District, conducted a vocational needs survey of Ogden City.

He surveyed and recorded the needs, attitudes and recommendations

of administrators, counselors, service and civic clubs, sample of local

employers, parents, teachers, and students. This survey formed the

basis for his five year vocational plan, which helater developed.

However, many aspects of the plan could not be implemented due

to the lack of finances. The entire area of career education was one

of the more important aspect that could not be implemented. This grant

was an opportunity to initiate the following areas of career education:

World of Work To expand the existing World of Work from four
elementary schools to the remainder (19) of our *elementary schools.
This program emphasized the importance of work and workers and
acquainted elementary st'Jdels with sore very basic careers.

Operation P:rtnersnip - A program which would survey local buSiness
,and industry to gait, information on how schools can most effecti'Vely
educate stuJents for the 1:orld of Work and to involve them
more in field :rips, on-the-job experiences, -and training.

Every Parent a Career Athisor - A orogram designed to acquaint
parents with up-to-irate career irformation,

Every Educator a Career Educator -'A program designed to assist in
developing lear,ing activities in the regular classroom instruction,
which act as a vehiCe to help relate curriculum to the World of Work.

Every Secondary Teacnor A Career Advisor -*A program to prepare
career information to assist advisory teachers to more adequately
fill their student guidance responsibilities.

Career Guidance and Placement Center - (junior and senior high school

level The Center would act as a hub of career exploration, planning,

and placement. It would schedule students for a one to two-day
experience in the Center, as well as assist in developing faculty
involvement and awareness, and act as a resource. center for

materials. Community involvement and student placement would be
coordinated through the Center.

11 Io
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The specific objectives of each of the career education components

are listed below:

1. Operation Partnership

a. To survey the local business and industry to gain information
to evaluate the present curriculum in relationship to
the world of work.

b. To develop new curricula according to the findings.

c. To implement, evaluate, and revise the new curricula.

2. Every Educator a Career Educator

a. To develop goals, behavioral objectives and learning
activit4es to be used in regular classes, then coordinate
the basic academic curriculum with career education,.
placing emphasis pn careers, career guidance, and the
World of Work.

'b. To develop materials to make the curriculum more relevant,
and to impress on students the fact that the subject matter
is essential to prospective careers.

c. To design in-service training programs to stimulate and give
leadership to all secondary staff.

3. World of Work

a. To provide additional materials and supplies to further
implement the existing World of Work program.

b. To train a nucleus of key personnel in each of fifteen
elementary schools.

c. To facilitate the World of Work program in each of these
elementary schools.

4. Every Secondary Teacher a Career Advisor

a. To train and to provide all secondary teachers with enough
vocational information that they would be able to provide
information and guidance to their students.

I '5. Evdr Parent a Career Advisor

a. To provide parents with more realistic information and
attitudes concerning careers and the World of Work.

b. To have each high school student establish a vocational,
goal and tailor his high school graduation requirements to
meet this goal.

6. Career Guidance and Placement Center

a. To develop, organize and implement a Career Guidance Plan
in every secondary school.

b. To establish a' Career Resource Center in every
- secondary school.



The planning phase of the above programs was started in November 1971.

The time schedule for the entire project is outlined in Figure I (attached).

While the project was essentially completed within the time frame, a

eight month no-cost extension was granted in November 1973. The new

terminal date was May 30, 1974.

The evaluation of the original phase of the project was completed

by an outside consultant service. The completed evaluation report is

found in the appendix.

The objectives of the eight month extension were:

World of Work

1. To provide a liason with the Utah State World of Work Project.

A. To develop new materials at local and state levels.
B. To distribute new World of Work materials.

1. To conduct work shops for teachers to acquaint them
with all the new World of Work materials.

2. To provide consultant help to principals and teachers in
implementing the World of Work project within their classrooms.

3. igkelp evaluate all World of Work projects in each school.

4. To develop a system whereby the district supervision and
consultant help would be transferred to the individual schools.

Every Educator a Career Educator

1. To develop additional units, examples or techniques that would
allow teachers to demonstrate relationships of their classroom
academic work with the World of Work.

2. To provide leadership within the school and school district
to orient the students and teachers toward career education.

3. To provide_commtmication systems whereby techniques for pre-
senting career4aterlals may be shared by all teachers.

4. To have each Departmental Committee develop eno projects
that every teacher will have a minimum of ten concrete local
examples of the use and the values of their subject in the
actual World of Work.

5. To develop a communications system whereby the technique and
values of every teacher will continue after the current
project is terminated.



An evaluation in the form of survey-recommendations of the

1973-74 World of Work project is included in the appendix (exhibit B)

Implementation of Program 4p

A. Operation Partnership

Fifty educators from all levels of education participated in a

short workshop preparatory to their surveying five hundred local business

and industrial establishments.

Existing vocational advisory committees were expanded into a separate

advisory committee for each cluster area. These committees met periodically

and outlined vocational goals and activities for all grade level. A

curriculum committee from elementary, junior high, senior high, and post

high school attempted to coordinate the vocational goals and activities

into the regular curric:jlun.

B. Every Educator a Career Lucator

Eight curricular connitz.ees composed of administrators, teachers,

and counselors were organized i. areas of social studies, mathematics,

science, language arts, fine ar..s, 'Lraes and industry, office occupations,

and home making. These connittees developed various kinds of Materials,

techniques, statistics, and audio visual presentation to help the

regular classroom teacner become aware of.and present career information

to students. Teachers who were responsible for planning and implementing

were released from school approximately one-half day per month.

Special programs and workshops were held for all secondary school

administrators to familiarize them with vocational-career information,,

research and leadership functions.

C. World of Work

Starting in the 1972-73 school year the Ogden City Sch6o1 District

required all elementary teachers to teach a minimum of two "World of Work"
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units. A former classroom teacher was employed as a supervisor of this

project.

D. Every Secondary Teacher A Career Advisor

A professional advisory counsel of four teachers and a

counselor from each high school and two teachers and a counselor from

each junior high was organized. This committee developed an action

plan for their school and, with administrators help, tried to

implement the plarQL

E. Every Parent a Career Advisor

Parents were involved in special vocationally oriented meetings

in all secondary schools. A newsletter'was published regarding

Career Education. Portable displays were built and shown in various

public meetings and downtown buildings.

F. Career Guidance and Placement Center

A career Guidance and Placement Center was organized and placed into

operation in the two high schools during the 1971-72 school year. A center

was placed into operation in each junior high school during the 1972-73

school year. These c s were equiped with books, audio-visual material

and personnel to operate them.

Summary of Evaluations

World of Work

Generally the Elementary World of Work has been successfully introduced

into all elementary schools at all grade levels. It appears, however,

that a part time World of Work supervisor is necessary to fully implement

the program.

Operation Partnership

The efforts to involve the business and industrial community in-

the vocational programs of Ogden City Schools apparently did not



produce any noticable change in attitude of the business and industrial

community toward Ogden City School District, Perhaps an eighteen month

period is far to short a time to produce a significant change in public

opinion without massive amounts of nioney being spent. The size of the

same might also be questioned.

Every Parent a Career Advisor

The increased emphasis on career education produce a slight positive

gain in parently understanding of and acceptance of career programs

in the schools.

Every Educator a Career Educator

The results of the survey seem to indicate that teachers are

presenting and students are learning more career information. Table III

suggest_a.shift in the direction of more positive attitudes of students

toward lect ccupations.

Exory Secondary Teacher A Career Advisor

At the high sthodl level there appears to be a relatively significant

change in the direction of better scores in the post test. Both high

schools showed a gain, but the pre and cost test results reflect no

change at the junior high school lev'el.

Career Guidance and Placement Centers

....Career Resource Centers have been established in each secondary

school. They have been well received by:students, faculty and parents.

While these centers are expenSive, the value to the district is reflected

by the fact that regular district vocational funds are now used to

maintain these centers,

Recommendations

1. The time constraints for a dajoriproject need to be lengthened.

Thirteen actual school, months is not long enough to produce a major

impact on 'a school-,system or a community.



2. The overall project required more administration and supervision

than the budget allowed. Changing public opinion and te,Fer attitudes

is a slow process that requires much mote effort than part time-rtupervision.

The supervision costs of "starting up" a new program are much higher

than supervision costs of an "on-going" program.

V
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I. INTRODUCTION
4

-This report summarizes pre and post comparative findings

for the career programs of Ogden City Schools for 1972-73. Most-
,

of the pretest information was obtained in.the spring of 1972.

Post testing was accomplished in thespring of 1973. Samplet
surveys were made in each of the major areas to determine the

effectiveness of programs.

The report is presented by the following major categories:

Partnership-Industry; Parzhersnip-Parents; Occupational Senti-

ment and Career Knolile,:se.

II. PARTNERSHIP INDLST;Y

This summary includes 31 local people involved in industrial

businesses both in the prse and post tests. In nearly all cases the

same individual reported both pre and post responses.

Each respondent circled a number on 16 items indicating their

feelings regal-ding each statement. The following table,(table 1)

bows the mean raw scores pre; post and difference.

The score was computed by averaging all responses for each

item. Each item has 5 possible choices (1,2,3,4,5). The choices

range from 1 (None) to 5 (very much).

It)



III. PARTNERSHIP PARENTS

This summary included 81 parent survey returns in the pre

test and 39 returns on the post test. Each respondent circled

a number on,17 statements indicating their feeling regarding each

item. The following table (Table II) shows the comparativVpre and

post mean responses and the differences.

The mean score was computed by averaging all responses for

1'
each item. Survey statements have 5 6 possible response choices

(1,2,3,4,5,6).

The choices for statements 1 through 14'range from 1 (None)

to 5 (ver:, much). Tne cnoices for statements 15 and16 range from

1 (elementary grades) to 6 (college). The choices for statement 17

range from 1 (high school graduation) to 5 (graduate school).

ti



In assessing the changes from the pre,and post conditions

in Table 1 it is easy to see that there haven't been great changes,

but they are consistent in a negative direction.

In the existing effort and participation section the data

indicates a positive change in only two of the five question

It would appear hat knowledge about school career programs and

interest in becoming involved has not been inhanced by any efforts

in the program. Areas that did show slight positive change were:
ig

extent of involvement in school career daysi extent that the respond-

ents thought that they might have influence on career curriculum

in schools and indication that they might be willing to spend time

and effort in working in school career curriculum development.

It might be pointed out that the following items showed sig-

nificant negative change: extent that they might be willing to

except students for on- the -joy training, exterit that they would

be willing to give inpu: about career programs, extent that they

woula be willing to have visits at their place of business on field

trips, and the extent that they would let students work on-the-job

at their business.

11,



Table I

PARTNERSHIP INDUSTRY-SURVEY

1972-73

A. Existing effort and participation.

Pre post diff
1. To what extent are you aware of school career programs? 3.09 2.94 -.15
2. To what degree have you been involved in on-the job

training of students in school? 2.51 2.39 -.12
3. 'To what extent have you had- students at your place of

business on field trips? 2.26 2.10 -.16
4. To what extent have you participated inschool career

days? 2.09 2.13 .04

5. To what extent have you talked with school people in
relation to career information or career programs? 2.58 2.32 -.26

6. To what extent do you consider school and industry coop-
eration of value to industry? 4.55 4.26 -.29

- 7. To what extent do you consider school and industry coop-
eration of value to students? 4.54 4'.48 -%06

8. To whit extent do you value student on-the-job
placement to your business? 3.10 3.45 -.35

9. To what extent do you value student on-the-job placement
to the 'stuuent? 3.97 3.90 -.07

10. To what degree would you consider industry's input to
schools around career curriculum to be of value? 3.96 3.81 -.15

11. To what extent do you think your input would be used in
building or changing career curriculum in the schools? 2.97 3.32 .35

B. Future effort and participation.

1. To what extent would you be willing to spend time and effort
in assisting in school career curriculum developmen0- 3.45 3.58 .13

2. To what extent would you be willing to be involve
learning";abobt school career programs? 3'.36 2.87 -.49

3. To what extent would you be willing to be involved in
career flays presentations? 3.35 3.06 -.29

4. To what extent would you desire to be involved in
learning,about school career programs? 3.36 2.90 -.46

.5. To That extent would you be willing to have students
visit your place of business on field trips, etc? 3.94- 3.55 -.39

A. Existing effort and participation.

Mean change -.11
Number factors changed positively 2
Number factors changed negatively 9-

B. Future'effort and participation-.
. . .

Mean change -.30
Number factors changed positively.1
Number of factors changed negatively 4



As.can be seen from Table II the pre and post comparison on

the Partnership-Parent survey was more posit-We than the Partnership-

Industry survey. In this area, there were 10 positive changes

and only 6 negative changes. The greatest single difference in a

positive direction was in response to the it which asks how impor-

tant parents consider their cooperation with the school in determinz

ing their child's career experience.

Other areas whicn showed positive change were: the degree

of involvement in on-the-job training, the degre-e.`to which they have

discussed career information with their children, and awareness of

school career procrams. The most significant negative change was

in the area of the inportance of career information in helping

their.children in deciding on their career.

Overall it appears that awareness and acceptance of career r
programs in the schools has improved over the year.

1



Table II
PARTNERSHIP-PARENT-SURVEY

1972-73

1. To what extent are you aware of school career programs?
2. To what degree have you and/or your child been involved

in on-the-job training?
3. To what extent are you aware of the field trips taken

by students?
4. To what degree have you discussed career information or

career guidance programs with school personnel?
5. How important do you consider parent and school cooper-

ation in determining your child's career experiences?
6. To what extent do you feel that career guidance is of

value to your child?
7. To what extent do you feel that on-the-job training

is of value to your chill?
3. To what degree woul,.i you consider parental input to

school career curriculJm development to be of value?
9. What impact would your suggestions have on making

changes in tne.career curriculum in the schools?
10. To what extent would you be willing to spend time and

effort in assisting in school career curriculum
development?

11. To what extent would you be willing to support your
child for on- the' -job training purposes?

12. To what extent would you desire to betome involved in
learning.about school career development programs?

13. To what extent would you be will to assist students
on field visits?

14. How important is career infotatiOn in helping your
child decide on his/her career? .

15. In which grade should career information- begin to be
made available to your child?

16. How early shouldyour child make at, tentative career
decision?

17. I feel that my child should have the following
educational experiences:

pre post diff.

2.50 3.08 .58

2.06 2.36 .30

3.31 3.36 .05

1.63 1.94 .31

2.50 4.33 1.83

4.42 4.42 .00

4.45 4.33 -.10

3.62 3.75 .13

2.33 2.53 .20

3.11 3.03 -.08

4.43 4.33 -.10

3.72 3.69 -.03

3.29 3.33 .04

4.42 4.28 -.14

3.00 2.75 -.25

8.72 3.94 .22

3.61 3.75 .14

Mean change .18
dNumber of factors changed positively 10
Number of factors changed negatively 6.

Number unchanged 1

C

.16
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IV. .00CUPATIONAL SENTIMENT

The occupational sentiment survey was designed to assess the

students attitude towards a variety of occupations which were randomly

selected from the basic oc 'cupational groups, The survey was

administered to 15 students in each school 'at each grade level at

the junior high schools/for a total of 225 students.

On the high school level 27 students frbm each grade at each

school were involved for a total of 162. The questions require a

forced choice response on five descriptive terms for each job title.

The higher toe nungrical score the closer the response corresponds

to the descriptive terms with negative connotations and conse-

quently a lower score reflects a more positive orientation toward

the occupations.

Table III reflects findings regarding general feelings toward

occupations in Pre Post, and differences over the program period.

Comparative data is shown for each-level and total district.

r.



As indicated in table III there was a numerical shift of .20 for

all the combined areas across grades in the direction of more positive

attitudes toward the occupations listed in survey. This would suggest

that for some reason there was,a general trend, although slight, to

respond more favorably to general occupations in the post testing.

Since one of the objectives of the program was to impact

attitudes of students toward occupations it would appear useful to

locate occupations which show significant shift in student attitude.

As compared to the average shift 6f -.20.4

Occupations showing the greatest shift in the direction of a

more negat4ve anituJe are: service station attendent, key punch

operator, sales clerk and sewing machine operator.
-

Occupations showing the greatest shift in the direction of a

t
more positive attitude are: forest fire fighter, fish and game

warden, technical publication writer, fireman, chemist and accountant.

It is interesting to note that the shift variance regarding the

more popular.and status-filled occupations such as physician, lawyer,

and actors tended to be in the direction of a more negative attitude.

It is assumed that creating a better attitude toward skilled

and technical work is important. It appears that skilled and technical

job attitudes made about the same shift in the pre-post comparison as

the average shift for all occupations, this depends somewhat on which

occupations are classed skilled or technical. Actually there was a

good deal of variation. For example, there was significant shift

toward a more negative conotation concerning keypunch operators, while

dental assistants and butchell showed greater than average positive

shift.

26 ,*



A summary of the comparitive results of the pre and post

knoWedge surveys appears in Table IV. All scores are expressed as

a percentage of items passed. These percentage scores are based on

mean raw scores for each grade at each school. The range of the

differences among the junior high schools in -4 to +4 percentile

points. The combined pre and post results reflect no difference at

the junior high school level.

At the high school level there does appear to be a relatively

significant change in the direction of better scores in the post test.

Both high schools showed gain in all grades, with the exception of

12th grade at one of the schools. When the junior high school and

high school data is combped the result is a relatively low degree

of change L a positiv dirzection.

v. KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

The knowledge survey was designed to assess the students know-

ledge of general career information. The ceiling on the survey was

purposely designed to assure sufficient challenge and also to allow

opportunity for impr vement over the pre - post test per:iod.

scores in Table IV r flect the mean percentage of items passed for

each grade a c school.

21
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In analyzing the results by grade level it is interesting

to note that the fligh school grades (10,11,121 each had a mean

cab%
I

-positive shift across all occupations greater than the grand mean

shift of -.20. Where as the greatest positive shift on the junior

high school level (7,8,9) was -.20. This wo9d seem to reflect

a real difference in the general orientation toward the occupa-

tions listed when comparing the two schoollevels. For some reason

the high school students made a greater positive shift than the

junior high school s..,udents. One ossible reason might be that

high school averaged a more negative orientation in the pre

test.
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1973-74 World of Work Survey and Evaluation
Ogden School District"- by L. Glee Cottle

Survey

School Number of Teachers Number of Students
Involved in W.O.W. Involved in W.O.W

Bonneville -.16
Dee 22

Edison 13

Gramercy 13

Grandview 16

Hillcrest 15

Hopkins 8 1
Horace Mann e
Jefferson 20

Lewis 11

. Lincoln 12

Lorin Farr 14

Lynn -13
Mountain View 11

Polk. 15

Quincy 11

Taylor 14

T.O. Smith 15

Wasatch 9

440
423

386
425
467

470
211

.595

557

315

352

401

352

%23'2

438

363

400
393

286

TOTALS `"" 268V

Evaluation of 1973-74/6W. Program

1. In your schobq
2. In our district
3. Recommendations for 1974-75

7506

(Note - The answers to these three questions as reported from each elementary
school, without any changes or additions are listed as follows:)

1. In your school -
1. We have done pretty well in our school as we have or are now meeting the
goals we set at the beginning of theNyear. I think, however, we must look more at
the quality of the programs and work to improve this.
2. First grade really enjoyed and learned much from our units. The banking
unit is excellent and has been continuous throughout the year. Need more
"hands on units and fewer lectures and study.

3. All the units have been enjoyabl and teachers feel good about the project.
However first grade doesn't have me to fully explore W.O.W. because of their
extensive reading program.
4. We feel that 146 have been quite successful with the W.O.W. program. Our

goal was for each class,to complete two units'of work and we have done this.
5. Total involvement.
6. The teachers in our school did many things pertaining to the W.O.W. '

It was successful in our school.



7. With six teachers new to the building this Year it has been a process of
re-education of the staff to the value and purposes, of the W.O.W. units.
We have received all of the units now available and most have been used

at least once.

8. Our school goal for this year was that every class would participate in at
least two W.O.W. units this year, the first being completed by February 1, 1974
and the second by May 1, 1974. However many of the teachers surpassed
this requirement - some participated in 6 or 7 units.

9. The units work very well. We are making plans to use more of them.

10. Every teacher has completed .two or more W.O.W. units with the evaluations
for the units. Teachers feel very good about the'results.

11. W.O.W. projects have been most successful this year. Every grade level

has participated.

12. Very Good

13. Each grade haS carried one or more units in the W.O.W. Some teachers,
have had their students on field trips to help develop the unit.

14. Very good.
ACIP

15. Each teacher k-6 presented a study of the W.O.W. one or more projects

for the school year 1973-74.

16. We missed Glen Cottle the first half of the year, but felt under the
circumstances the teachers carried out'the program to the best of their

ability. As a school we like the W.O.W. and appreciate the many units that
have been developed over the years and have been used in our school.

. 17. At.least one W.O.W. unf., has been accomplished in each grade this year.

18. Every teacher has completed at least two W.O.W. units. Some have completed

as many as five. Our school has developed a W.O.W. Resources list of

parents from various occupational areas. Never before have we experienced
so many demonstrations from resource persons and excursions related to.
W.O.W.

II. In our District

1. Have appreciated the help and strength that Mr. Cottle has given to the

program.

2. Probably not as successful as last year.

3. Basic part of social studies curriculum.

4. Unknown

5. We have appreciated the back-up service of Mr. Cottle. I think teachers

and principals need to be reminded of the importance and our committment

to this project.
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6. The support and help from Mr. Cottle has beeh very valuable.

7. We appreciate the W.O.W. units available'-and the transportation and
Audio Visual materials from the district to make *these projects
more worthwhile.

8. Excellent.

9. I believe the W.O.W. program has gone well over the district., We need
to develop this program with the children while they are young.

10.

11. The district has supplied many units thf are applicable and for use
in,our school and we are using them as rapidly as canbe expected.

12. Many fine units have been sent to teachers. Without these we could not
keep an effective grade level sequence nor much person direction. Thanks
for your reel p:

III. Recommendations for'1974 -75

1. If we're really serious about W O.W. we need to continue to place
emphasis there.

2. Probably a continuation of the present program would be good.

3. Our recommendation would be if possible, to have Mr..Cottle working .

full.time as W.O.W. director.

4. Continue the program as presently set up.

5. An increase in field trip money. This could be set aside exclusvely
for the W.O.W. field trips and would help us a great deal in taking
the students to see workers in their jobs.

6. Continued emphasis upon the W.O.W. uni,;s in the elementary school
and development of desirable attitude Lowar.; work in general on the
part of the students. ,

7., More units available for each grade level.

8. I recommend more input from the district level.

9. Continue giving the program the present emphasis.

10. Glenn Cottle full-iime coordinator.

11. Money

12. I would certainly encourage the W.O.W. to continue and expand if
possible.

13. Continue the program.,



14. We would appreciate any help from the district 'and frophhe state

on the W,fl.W- program that can be coordinated in our curriculum and

used in the various classrooms.

15. The program be continued.

16. Oirector's til,spread too "thin"

17. Units requested from Provo (or State Dept.) aren't available often

when schools send for them.

18 An occasional grade level mcct,ing for teachers and principals to
ideas.discuss W.O.W. units and

19. Build district resource perkhs file, or help with field trip arrangements
(Fund businesses that welcome visits from schools).

2
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